SUCCESS STORY
GFA FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

A Unified Approach to Banking
As a community-centered credit union, GFA Federal Credit Union is owned by the same
people who bank with them. Every person with a membership account is an equal owner,
which allows the communities of Central Massachusetts and Southern New Hampshire
to make decisions that are in their best interests. This is done without the potential
pressures of stockholders or large corporations.
Better Banking.

• 9 LOCATIONS
• $556 MILLION IN ASSETS
• HEADQUARTERS: Gardner, MA
Founded in 1938, GFA’s mission
has always been to earn the
position as a trusted financial
solutions partner while remaining
invested in the surrounding
community. With nine branches,
a robust online banking system,
and ATMs, GFA serves over
29,000 members.

GFA member deposits provide loans for community members, enabling them to attend
college, purchase homes, and grow their businesses – all at great rates. Likewise,
members have access to low-cost services, which help people save for retirement. The
Board of Directors, elected by members, are all volunteers with no compensation for their
time or commitment.

Looking for a Network-based Solution that Unified Operations
GFA has undergone a number of transitions within the realm of technology. The most
recent shifts began when mobile solutions started becoming a growing need for many
community financial institutions. GFA started working with a company to fulfill their online
banking needs, but soon found that this vendor, along with other vendors needed for
various systems and operations, did not satisfy their requirements.

COCC Was the Perfect Fit and the Perfect Partner
COCC’s strong reputation for service and technology caught the attention of GFA early on.
With a platform that integrates everything from online banking to core processing and
member service systems, COCC offered GFA a solution to the ongoing challenges resulting
from poorly integrated disparate solutions in a multi-vendor environment. By integrating
four main systems into one platform, GFA would be able to access different channels of
their operations from one controlled point. More importantly, COCC presented GFA with a
true opportunity for a long-term partnership.
COCC’s vision for self service through a tightly integrated online and mobile channel
meshed with GFA’s determination to enhance member experience. By running COCC’s
iBanking platform, which was already mobile-enabled, GFA was able to integrate an online
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strategy into their overall environment flawlessly. This in and of itself was a huge value-add for GFA’s members
who were looking to the credit union to provide them with access on their mobile devices.
In terms of in-house staff, COCC offered two integrated, intuitive, and easy-to-learn system options. Appealing
to the newer generation of tellers, INSIGHT, COCC’s core processing technology, provides a powerful database
allowing for the full integration of the iBanking/iMobile platforms.

A Partnership Built on Trust, Communication and Mutual Respect
COCC’s ongoing support is something that GFA considers priceless. “Whether you have been with them 25 years or
25 days, you get the same support,” GFA’s Senior Vice President, Linda Carmichael explained. “No matter who you
are as a client, you can always get COCC personnel up to the senior most level on the phone. The support staff is
excellent, and each of COCC’s support team members are subject matter experts in their respective areas.”
GFA is also a member of the COCC Strategic Development Council (SDC), a highly experienced and visible group
of users of COCC technology. The SDC convenes on a regular basis to discuss new products and features they
would like to see developed or implemented. In addition, they also review changes in compliance to ensure COCC
products and systems stay in-line with industry best practices.
“If we are ever in need of a solution that we do not currently have,” Carmichael stated, “COCC works with us to
make it happen. They are cooperative and a true partner. COCC is an extension of GFA. They are the technology
arm of any financial institution. We wouldn’t be as successful as we are today without them.”

Reaping the Rewards of a Trusted Partnership
Thanks in large part to COCC’s extraordinary levels of service, GFA has been able to easily manage their technology
and product requirements, which has led to better management of their bottom line. COCC’s iMobile and iBanking
technologies have also supplied GFA’s members with a streamlined, more enjoyable self-service experience with
GFA Federal Credit Union. Again – priceless for GFA and their members, and something that no successful credit
union can do without in today’s world of financial services.
COCC’s iMobile solution has been a huge hit with GFA’s members. According to Carmichael, “iMobile has been
tremendous for our members. All we get are raving emails about how much they love it.”
The ability to customize COCC’s core platform has enabled GFA Federal Credit Union build a solution to fit their
unique needs. GFA has the ability to tailor their solution down to the product level and user experience. COCC’s
entire solution has been branded and interfaced with GFA, which has been crucial to supporting a consistent
member experience. COCC was willing to go above and beyond to deliver this customized solution to GFA, giving
them an amazing experience that surpassed their expectations. COCC delivered what they promised to GFA and
then some, which meant that GFA was able to realize greater success thanks to COCC’s efforts.
With COCC technology and solutions backing operations, GFA was proud to be the first credit union to:
• Acquire a stock-owned savings bank
• Offer online banking and debit cards to their members (regional)
Working with COCC for more than 25 years has allowed GFA to be a consistent innovator and leader in the financial
industry. GFA owes their success and growth in large part to COCC, and is excited to have partnered with them.

COCC
COCC is an award-winning client-owned financial technology company servicing financial institutions throughout
the Northeastern United States. Launched in 1967, COCC was founded by its clients. This unique cooperative
structure has set COCC apart from the competition and is one of the driving forces behind their success. COCC is
the fastest growing financial data processing company in the United States and recognized as a leader in delivering
innovation and the quality service financial institutions demand and deserve.
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